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" ABSTRACT

'i The morphological features, ramification of the bronchial tree and arbo,isation of the

" pulmonary vessels of the lungs' of the fox were studied on eleven animals by dissec

"'''tion, roentogenography andci1S(pr(!paration, The obtained result revealed that. ihe

,,'I,ings were divided by deep,,'r ]Jullri6nary ftssures into lobes. four on right and two on

1<;/1. The l<;{t apical lobe was divided hilo cranial and caudill parts while. the right did

nol and each lobar had its own hilus and received one lobe bronchus, The le)l and right

apical and accessory lobar bronchi were divided into two segmental bronchi. but the

middle one was behaved as segmental bronchus. while both of the right and l<;ft cau-

" dal bronchi were divided into a series cif long ventral and shdrt' aors;'l segmentdl bron

chi. Each lobar vessel was ram!fied in a fashion lik;" that·of the corresponding bron-

. chiis.. The ascendant and descendent arterial rand of the apICal iobes were detached

oIf on d.qht by a common stem but independently on left. The right cranial sinus re

ceived the right UpicCll and the middle 10001- 've1rls::'Thelejt cranial sinus received Ihe

ascendant and descendant segmental veiriS.· The calIdal sinus received both Cif Ihe

righl and left lobar caudal and the accessory lobar veins. The result have been dis- '.

cussed.uJith the available literatlire"~ . '.'

INTRODUCTION,. , ~ .'

The Held of the pulmonary anatomy has been widely investigated and reported in the <f6m\!s

lie and laboratory animals by many'authors such as (9.23, 16.27.8.4 and 7). Rccentlytlii/Jit

tention has been paid for the wild animal such as the fox to disclose the comparative relatlon

ship between them and the domestic animals. For this reason the present study was intended to

describe the an:;!tomy of the fox lungs aiming for adding some scientific information in a field

which is merely still obsGure l.lp till now:, !<
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